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ABSTRACT

In applications like noise cancellation and virtual reality, precise sound source localization is crucial. Existing data-driven binaural systems offer high performance in adverse conditions such as noise and reverberation but face limitations with real-time operation and performance degradation in HRTF mismatch scenarios. Our work introduces a compact Vision Transformer tailored to address these issues, with a primary focus on horizontal speech localization. Inspired by the auditory cortex, our model uniquely incorporates spectral attention mechanisms using encoded speech representations. This architecture enhances generalization on the azimuth plane under mismatched HRTFs. Our empirical results show a marked improvement over conventional DNN, CNN-based and Transformer-based models, both in noisy and noise-free environments. Significantly, the proposed model maintains high accuracy in localizing adjacent azimuths, ideal for real-world applications.

Index Terms— sound source localization, binaural audition, HRTF mismatch, attention modulation

1. INTRODUCTION

Binaural sound source localization (BSSL) is an important subsystem that enhances performance in various audio processing domains, such as speech enhancement and speaker identification. For a full review, please see [1]. BSSL is increasingly emphasized, particularly in two-sensor applications like humanoid robots, hearing aids, and virtual reality, where array-based sensors are probably not suitable.

Most BSSL methods rely on the Duplex Theory of binaural cues, such as Interaural Time/Phase Difference (ITD/IPD) and Interaural Level Difference (ILD) [2]. These cues are derived from Head-Related Transfer Functions (HRTFs), which mathematically describe how sound is filtered by an individual’s head, ears, and torso. Thus, the notable challenge in BSSL algorithms, aside from noise and reverberation, is that most algorithms perform well only when the same HRTF that was used during simulated training is applied. Recent studies have seldom tackled the issue of HRTF mismatch [3]. Our research aims to address this gap.

2. RELATED WORK

Efforts to enhance targeting accuracy in BSSL primarily focus on improving generalization in noisy and reverberant conditions [4]. These strategies are versatile, designed to function effectively across various environments, whether in full-sphere or on vertical/horizontal planes. Recently, researchers have utilized a diverse set of data-driven techniques, ranging from Deep Feedforward Neural Networks (DNNs) [5] and Convolutional Recurrent Neural Networks (CRNNs) [6], to specialized variants like Transformer-based models [7]. While these models perform well with matched HRTFs, their efficacy in cases of HRTF mismatch remains unexplored.

The generalized parametric models [8] and HRTF template matching techniques [9] could potentially serve as preliminary approaches for addressing HRTF mismatches. However, these models may lack adequate parameter fine-tuning for individual variations, especially in real-world localization of unseen HRTFs. On the other hand, the DNN-based approach proposed by [3] aims to improve HRTF generalization by clustering HRTF databases to identify representative HRTFs. These selected representations are then used to enhance localization accuracy, obviating the need for training on multiple HRTF subjects. Nevertheless, this methodology does not take into account the impact of HRTF mismatches in noisy environments. Similar clustering approaches have also been proposed by [10, 11].

3. PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE

Our objective is to enhance BSSL performance under conditions of HRTF mismatches and noisy environments, while also adhering to computational efficiency constraints to ensure applicability in real-world scenarios.

Inspired by the selective attention mechanisms of the auditory cortex during cocktail parties [12], selective attention provides us with the cognitive flexibility to either focus on a particular sound source in a noisy environment or to assess the entire auditory scene. This capability is enhanced by our top-down regulation of cortical circuits, a phenomenon substantiated by both empirical research and computational models in
neuroscience [13, 14]. Prior BSSL models, inspired by this top-down attention to target sounds in noisy and reverberant environments, utilize masking techniques to filter out interference. These techniques include both shallow integration and layer modulation, as seen in works such as [5, 15]. Nevertheless, such masking approaches may inadvertently discard important information during the localization process [16].

Several studies highlight the importance of spectral tuning for focus in selective attention tasks, using quick changes in spectrotemporal receptive fields [14, 16, 17]. Our model, the Attention Modulation Vision Transformer (AMViT), builds on these findings. It uses a data-driven encoder to learn speech representations as top-down information in both noisy and clear settings. It then dynamically modulates this top-down information in each time-frequency bin, guided by bottom-up binaural cues, thereby moving beyond the sole reliance on masking to access top-down information.

The development of AMViT is an extension of our previous work on Frequency-based Audio Vision-Transformers (FAViT) for BSSL [7]. Compared to other architectures, FAViT features strong time-frequency bin selectivity, enabled by its self-attention mechanism, to localize sound while maintaining a relatively low parameter count. We have therefore refined FAViT to serve as an efficient and effective encoder, optimized for implementing spectral attention modulation.

The key to improving performance in HRTF mismatch scenarios lies in our hypothesis that integrating encoded speech as top-down information with bottom-up binaural cues will enhance the model’s accuracy. We propose that the FA ViT features strong time-frequency bin selectivity, enabled (FA ViT) for BSSL [7]. Compared to other architectures, previous work on Frequency-based Audio Vision-Transformers and clear settings. It then dynamically modulates this top-down information in each time-frequency bin, guided by bottom-up binaural cues, thereby moving beyond the sole reliance on masking to access top-down information.

The STFT spectra $Y_l(k, n)$ and $Y_r(k, n)$, with frequency index $k$ and time index $n$, are computed using a Hamming window and a 50 ms overlap from 640 samples and 320 frequency bins at a 16 kHz sampling rate. The Head-Related Impulse Responses $h_l(\theta_s, t)$ and $h_r(\theta_s, t)$ affect the left and right channels, respectively, while $n_l(t)$ and $n_r(t)$ represent noise. The asterisk * signifies convolution.

Our architecture extracts four principal features: two top-down from left/right spectrograms, and two bottom-up from IPD and ILD. SPL (Spectral-feature Left) and SPR (Spectral-feature Right) are derived from $Y_l(k, n)$ and $Y_r(k, n)$ by separating their real and imaginary parts, with

$$
\text{SPL}(k, n, 2) = (\text{Re}(Y_l(k, n)), \text{Im}(Y_l(k, n))),
$$
$$
\text{SPR}(k, n, 2) = (\text{Re}(Y_r(k, n)), \text{Im}(Y_r(k, n))),
$$
$$
\text{ILD}(k, n) = 20 \log_{10} \left( \frac{|Y_l(k, n)|}{|Y_r(k, n)|} \right),
$$
$$
\text{IPD}(k, n) = \angle \frac{Y_l(k, n)}{Y_r(k, n)}.
$$

### 3.2. Patches and Vision Transformer Encoder

The position embedding and attention mechanism remain consistent with FAViT [7]. However, we have modified the architecture: FAViT’s single Transformer is now turned into four distinct encoder blocks, each specialized for one of the four features. These encoders accept input shapes $(k, n)$ or $(k, n, 2)$ and map them to dimensions $(f, 20)$, where $f$ is the number of frequency patches calculated as $f = \frac{k}{n}$ (see Eq. 3). With all these modifications, we anticipate achieving superior performance compared to FAViT in terms of both HRTF and noise mismatch.

In our configuration, $k = 320$ is based on STFT discussed in the previous section, while $n = 16$ frames, corresponding to a total time span of 640 ms. These brief time frames could potentially offer advantages for real-time sound localization. Overall, the extended Transformer blocks in our model collectively comprise 0.25 million parameters. Each encoder block employs a 4-layer Multi-Head Self-Attention (MSA)
followed by a Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) as a self-attention mechanism, iterated eight times (iter = 8). The MLP layers use a 0.005 learning rate, 0.0001 weight decay, batch size of 16, and the Adam optimizer. This turns each patch into a 20-dimensional vector. The dot products of encoded ILD and IPD features form a bottom-up representation (RP_{BU}). Similarly, the dot products of encoded spectrograms for the left and right audio channels generate a top-down representation (RP_{TD}). We chose dot products based on evidence showing they are robust and do not improve accuracy with alternative methods in our experiments. In the end, the parameters used in this paper are defined along

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{RP}_{\text{feature}}(f, 20) &= \text{Encoder}_{\text{iter}=8}(\text{Feature}(\text{shape})), \\
\text{RP}_{\text{BU}}(f, 20) &= \text{RP}_{\text{ILD}}(f, 20) \cdot \text{RP}_{\text{IPD}}(f, 20), \\
\text{RP}_{\text{TD}}(f, 20) &= \text{RP}_{\text{SPL}}(f, 20) \cdot \text{RP}_{\text{SPR}}(f, 20).
\end{align*}
\]

### 3.3. Modulation and Classification

The next step focuses on modulating RP_{BU} and RP_{TD}, both of which serve as frequency-distributed representations. Conventional top-down attention mechanisms within the auditory cortex are more closely associated with nonlinear spike activities than with the actual auditory stimuli. While the modulation of these spike activities is still an active area of research [16, 14], our approach takes cues from these neural behaviors to enhance our time-frequency representation. Various mathematical techniques, such as addition and subtraction, have been explored for the purpose of modulating binaural cues [18]. Furthermore, numerous neuroscientific studies advocate for the inclusion of an additional layer to unify these diverse representations [16, 14].

Building on the methods described above, our study evaluates five modulation methods denoted as $\oplus$ in the following: addition, subtraction, element-wise multiplication, dot product, and a 125-neurons MLP layer. Our objective is then to identify the optimal modulation technique for our representations. The classifier features a 3-layer MLP head with dimensions [512, 256, 100]. An L2 regularizer is applied to the MLP weights for regularization. The output layer uses a Softmax function to normalize the final representation, which is denoted as $\text{Mod}_{\text{type}}$ and defined according to

\[
\text{Mod}_{\text{type}} = \begin{cases} 
\text{RP}_{\text{BU}} \oplus \text{RP}_{\text{TD}}, \\
\text{MLP}(\text{RP}_{\text{BU}}; \text{RP}_{\text{TD}}), \\
\end{cases} \\
\oplus \in \{+, -, \times, \cdot\},
\]

\[
\text{CL}(\theta_s) = \text{Softmax}(\text{MLP}_{\text{Head}}(\text{Mod}_{\text{type}})),
\]

where CL(\theta_s) are class probabilities computed from Mod_{type} for each localization azimuth. A Cross-Entropy Loss function is used for optimization. The addition of this classification layer increases the model’s total parameter count by approximately one million.

### 4. EXPERIMENTS

#### 4.1. Experimental Design and Evaluation

The experiment localizes a single simulated sound source to one of 25 azimuth angles on a horizontal plane. These angles are specified at intervals that include $-80^\circ$, $-65^\circ$, $-55^\circ$, as well as $-45^\circ$ to $45^\circ$ in $5^\circ$ increments, and $55^\circ$, $65^\circ$, $80^\circ$.

We evaluate the performance of our proposed model using five different modulation methods, as described in Section 3.3. These methods are denoted as AMViT1 for addition, AMViT2 for subtraction, AMViT3 for multiplication, AMViT4 for dot product, and AMViT5 for an additional MLP layer. These evaluations are carried out under varying conditions of noise, speakers, and both the same and different HRTFs. We also compare our model’s performance against benchmark models, including a replicated DNN model [3], CNN model [15], and the original FAViT model [7]. The DNN model was chosen as it was used to address HRTF mismatch, while the CNN model was selected to represent recent top-down modulation techniques using masking. All spatialized training and testing data were prepared once and kept consistent across all experiments.

The proposed metrics include classification accuracy, and both a tolerant accuracy allowing $\pm 1$ class deviation and RMSE in degrees, defined as

\[
\text{Tolerant Accuracy} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{s=1}^{N} \mathbb{1}(|C_s - \hat{C}_s| \leq 1),
\]

\[
\text{RMSE} = \sqrt{\frac{1}{N} \sum_{s=1}^{N} (g(C_s) - g(\hat{C}_s))^2},
\]

where $g$ is a function defined to map classes to azimuth angles for RMSE calculations, $N$ is the sample count, $C_s$ is the true class, and $\hat{C}_s = \text{argmax}(\text{CL}(\theta_s))$ is the predicted class.

#### 4.2. Data and Acoustic Elements

We utilized the TIMIT database [19] for speech data, choosing 40 audio signals for training and a distinct set of 16 for testing, with an equal gender distribution. These sets were spatialized based on Eq. 1, using 45 HRTF subjects from the CIPIC database [20] for training and 5 from the REIC database [21] for testing. These HRTFs simulated sound source locations at 25 angular positions, as outlined in Section 4.1. Audio was resampled to 44.1 kHz for convolution with HRIR, then downsampled to 16 kHz.

For additive noise, we selected four types each from the spatially uncorrelated Noisex92 [22] and non-stationary noise databases [23] for training and testing, respectively, in line with [7]. The model was trained and tested at various SNRs: $[-5, 5, 15, 25]$ dB for training and $[0, 10, 20]$ dB for testing, with the aim of enhancing generalization performance across different SNRs, noise types, and HRTF conditions.
Table 1. The table shows localization accuracy (%), parameters, and RMSE for seen/unseen HRTFs and noise conditions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Models</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Seen HRTFs</th>
<th></th>
<th>Unseen HRTFs</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Unseen Noises</td>
<td>Seen Noises</td>
<td>Unseen Noises</td>
<td>Tolerant Acc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Acc.</td>
<td>RMSE</td>
<td>Acc.</td>
<td>RMSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNN (Wang et al.)</td>
<td>2.0 M</td>
<td>81.6 2.5</td>
<td>59.1 8.7</td>
<td>43.3 11.5</td>
<td>70.9 5.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNN (Hu et al.)</td>
<td>0.8 M</td>
<td>89.4 2.3</td>
<td>58.6 8.8</td>
<td>47.6 11.2</td>
<td>72.4 5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAViT</td>
<td>0.6 M</td>
<td>89.2 2.4</td>
<td>59.4 8.5</td>
<td>49.3 11.3</td>
<td>73.8 5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMViT1 (+)</td>
<td>1.3 M</td>
<td>88.5 2.4</td>
<td>44.1 12.5</td>
<td>33.1 16.0</td>
<td>41.4 9.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMViT2 (-)</td>
<td>1.3 M</td>
<td>87.6 2.5</td>
<td>45.6 12.2</td>
<td>28.4 17.0</td>
<td>40.7 9.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMViT3 (×)</td>
<td>1.3 M</td>
<td>93.5 2.0</td>
<td>63.4 7.5</td>
<td>53.5 11.0</td>
<td>89.6 4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMViT4 (-)</td>
<td>1.3 M</td>
<td>82.6 2.6</td>
<td>40.5 13.0</td>
<td>26.4 17.5</td>
<td>33.5 10.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMViT5 (MLP)</td>
<td>1.4 M</td>
<td>93.4 2.1</td>
<td>61.2 8.0</td>
<td>51.2 11.8</td>
<td>89.5 4.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

5.1. Modulation and Efficiency Performance

As illustrated in Table 1, our newly proposed model AMViT3, which employs multiplication-based modulation, performs the best in all scenarios and marginally outperforms its MLP-based equivalent AMViT5. It achieves an accuracy of 53.5% compared to AMViT5’s 51.2%, particularly excelling in the most challenging tasks, unfamiliar noise and HRTFs. Alternative modulation methods like addition and dot products are less effective, suggesting they could dilute key information. Nonetheless, it is worth considering that fine-tuning the hyperparameters of the MLP layers or exploring other layer options for modulation may yield further improvements.

Our AMViT3 model approximately doubles the parameter count of the original FAViT due to the inclusion of three new encoders. Despite this, it remains more parameter-efficient than other large deep-learning models (over 20 M.). AMViT3 demonstrates robust performance in both familiar and unfamiliar HRTF conditions, peaking at 93.5% accuracy in scenarios with unfamiliar noise but known HRTFs. These results indicate that our top-down modulation of speech representation enhances localization capabilities in noisy environments, aligning well with our human-inspired objectives.

5.2. HRTF Generalization

Addressing HRTF mismatch is a significant challenge due to individual variability. This is evident as all models perform similarly under the same or different HRTF conditions in both noisy and noise-free environments. Although our best model, AMViT3, achieves a higher accuracy rate of 65.4% in identical noise conditions, it underscores the persistent challenges in the field. Although our model fell short of the 80% accuracy goal, it did substantiate our hypothesis: combining auditory traits and binaural cues improves resilience. It outperformed existing benchmarks and excelled in HRTF generalization in both seen and unseen noise conditions. With more HRTF data, we expect the model could improve further.

AMViT3 and FAViT exhibit relatively similar accuracy in determining the exact locations of unseen HRTFs. However, as Figure 2 clearly demonstrates, the distribution patterns of their confusion matrices differ significantly. This distinction enables AMViT3 to outperform FAViT in terms of tolerance with an accuracy rate of 89.6% ± 1 within a one-class range, making it suitable for real-world applications. This suggests that AMViT3’s top-down modulation enhances performance in HRTF mismatches. Please note that our AMViT3 and benchmark models could perform better with more speech data. However, limited computational resources constrain us, as we trained on 45 HRTF subjects. Despite this, AMViT3 shows strongest localization accuracy in the same environment.

To boost HRTF generalization, future work could explore better time-frequency speech features and consider dimensionality reduction like PCA. Extensions to reverberant conditions and elevation mismatches are also worth investigating.

![Fig. 2. Confusion matrices: AMViT3 (diagonal-dominant) vs. FAViT (scattered) under unseen noises and HRTFs](image)

6. CONCLUSION

Our experiment confirms our hypotheses: top-down spectral modulation enhances sound localization amid unfamiliar noises and HRTF mismatches. Element-wise multiplication and an extra MLP layer excel in our binaural and spectral setups. While our AMViT model is not perfect at pinpointing exact azimuths, its strong performance in adjacent positions suggests real-world utility.
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